Document Conversion, Data Management Software, Mobile Apps,
Business & Government Consultants

Who We Are
Scan Archives International is a software developer
and consulting company for data management and
information technology solutions. Our clients come
from many sectors, industries and organizations
including governments.
We are located in The United States in Washington
D.C and can attend any customer world wide.

What We Do
Physical documents in their original paper form, contain
valuable and in some cases, confidential information which
can pose a constant risk of damage, loss or theft. Big
organizations especially governments, cannot maintain
such a massive amount of data posted on paper and
disperse in multiple places with no accountability or
control.
Due to the high volume of documents generated on a
regular basis, physical space eventually becomes a
constraint, in addition to inneficientcies of maintaining and
providing real time search and access access capabilities
into the data contained into those physical documents.
On the other hand, business organizations and institutions
could have data established and parked on spreadsheets or
other sort of datbase. They could have systems in place to
compile and gather information from surveys or other
operations.
The key question here is how to connect and integrate all
these different sources of information into one platform
that can be accessed from anywhere.
Once all that data is digitized, compiled and interfaced, the
possibilities to produce metrics, indicators and proper
custom data flow to support your organization strategies
and performance will have no boundaries.

What Is the big deal to accomplish?
Consider the following benefits:
Operating cost reduction
Information security continuity
Fraud prevention
Efficiency
Better customer interaction
Global access
Competitiveness
Secured access
Sustainable systems
Zero paper environments
Data cloud hosting

Are piles of documents and
unorganized folders of papers
invading your office space?
Can see your documents online?
Even if you need to keep your physical records
by law, do you know how you can track down
their whereabouts and content?
How do you promote your products and services
based on your customers preferences?
How do you perform cross selling and inform
customers on new products or discounts?
Are you selling globally?
Does your business have a market place with your
customers?
Is your information access-auditing
tracking system in place?
Can you manage your business on the daily basis
without overtime?

How About Governments?
How can a goverment track down and audit social
payment programs, affiliations and community
benefits?
As a government, how can it implement
telemedicine, trading networks and distance
schooling programs?
How can a government digitize, establish and
organize its own public records systems?

...We have the answers, we know how. It's time
to contact us now.

email: info.scanarchives@gmail.com

skype: scan.archives
Washington D.C.

webpage: www.scanarchives.com

